


mountain trail. . 
. . . into the hills, that become soon 
not singly so identifyable, 
that become mountains, 
soon not singly so acknowledged — 
but rather becoming part 
of the long fatigue 
and of the sweetness thereof, 
which becoming again 
recognized by Earth 
is cost 
and reward. 

so trees, which are trees at first 
of distinct species and well delineated 
botanic geneology, 
occurring with the rhythm of the pace 
each arguing its identity 
to the mind they occupy— 

these green motions in 
the mind that accords them em 
become soon more diffuse 
and blended a part of shade 
and resinous breath 
then of mental annotation. . . 
becoming into the texture of 
a re-forming soul 
a part;  

By Ronald W. Harrison 

and the skelectal stone 
bared here and there 
of warm, dark soils— 
and the chromaticy of the soil itself— 
and the pysiognomy of ridge, horizon, 
and vale, 
which these strike upon the mind 
with strident analyticity 
become less, soon, than conceptual 
multiplicities 
by fusion into a belief— 
becoming an affirmation which soars 
along windfall of wall, 
high scarp and lifted arete. . 
becoming 
consequential aspiration. 

along the low undulatory awareness 
nn nr.rtc thPrP thr, wflA flevwPrc 

of this place, 
and the finger-laced grasses 
at the edge of each stream — 
the streams and their aquatic jubilation — 
and down the wind from snowy couloirs, 
involving taste 
of sun on rock, come these 
into the whole perception of existence, 
together into symphonic conceptualization 
of the human soul. . . 
becoming as part 
of 
God. 
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Looking down 

from the north on Loon 

Lake, Alaska—beyond the 

treeline. Note 

"overflow ice" in stream 

bed at right 

foreground. 

13irding with the Bears 
With a roar of the motor and water spraying from 

the floats, bushpilot Andy Anderson took off. Swing-

ing into a tight turn and flying south over the lake 

the little plane disappeared around the shoulder of 

the mountain. It was very quiet then, and we were a 

little frightened that June 27th evening, as we two 

stood with our equipment piled on the rocky beach of 

Loon Lake, in the Endicott Mountains about 40 air-

line miles southwest of Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska. 

We were on our own until the time came to be 

picked up in early August. We looked around. Ice 

covered about half of the two-mile long lake hemmed 

in by brown and barren mountains rising steeply on 

either side. The water level was low and rocks 

around the shore line were gray and cold looking. A 

chill wind blew from the north. 

My husband, Gil, and I had come to study wildlife 

with special emphasis on birds and to gather speci-

mens for the U.S. Fish & Wildlife for analyses of 

hydrocarbon (pesticide) residue. We also had a grant 

from the Research committee of the Mazamas. Our 

first objective was to locate as many birds' nests as 

possible, meanwhile observing all wildlife and re- 
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cording our observations. We planned to collect 

specimens for the pesticides residue analyses en 

route. 

Last year when the housefinches nesting around 

our home in Lake Oswego, Oregon, were one hundred 

percent sterile and when other nesting songbirds 

were having problems with sterility, we became 

alarmed and convinced that Rachel Carson's Silent 

Spring was indeed beginning in our own back yard, 

especially after witnessing our last female bluebird 

become paralyzed and die before incubating her 

eggs. 

Our original intention of going to the Brooks Range 

in northern Alaska was to explore the mountains and 

try some arctic mountain climbing, but six years of 

intensive bird study and increasing concern for the 

vanishing wildlife caused us to change plans. The 

mountains would wait. We wanted to see the fabulous 

bird populations of the Arctic before it was too late. 

We also wanted to publicize the fact that wildlife 

populations are in danger, even in the arctic wilds. 

There had been some evidence that "pesticide fall-

out" (from aerial sprays which never reach the 



Camp. 

Ursus Mountain, top left. 

Peninsula behind 

which the bear 

stopped, is between camp 

and Ursus. 

in the Brooks Range By Vivian Sta„der 

ground at the sites intended) may contaminate far 

northern areas. 

Ne had selected Loon Lake for our studies because 

it was close to the crest of the Brooks Range, 

remote from human habitation. According to the way 

we had read the topographic map, it should contain 

the last of the spruces at the edge of the arctic tree 

limit. We were mistaken. The only "trees" were tall 

shrubs, a few alders and willows not yet fully leafed 

out. 

Gil selected a camp site on the only flat area 

nearby, at the north end of the lake. It was unpro-

tected from the wind. We knew we were in grizzly 

country and there was no place to store food nor 

safe place for us to go in case of attack. We had a 

375 magnum rifle for protection and a shotgun for 

bird specimens. 

It was hard work carrying our gear 150 long yards 

over the rough rocks. By the time we had set up our 

Klepper tent and stacked tins of food around it we 

were tired. Although still broad daylight, it was 

midnight. Gil made a small fire to ward off bears 

and we crawled into our sleeping bag with the rifle  

beside us. I looked at the tent wall and wished I 

could look out and see if there were any bears. I 

worried about whether they could scent the smoked 

dried beef-stick hanging over us in the tent, but soon 

dropped off to sleep. 

The sun was warm on the tent next morning when 

we awoke at six. We heard Wandering tattlers and 

rose eagerly to have a look. There was a pair of 

tattlers. We heard tree sparrows and white crowns 

singing. 

With infinite grace a pair of Arctic terns hovered 

over us inquiringly. After spending a winter of con-

tinuous daylight with the penguins, these lovely 

creatures had flown from the Antarctic to nest and 

rear their young in Alaska north of the Arctic Circle. 

Here they spend their summers at the opposite end 

of the globe, again in continuous daylight. 

One of the terns settled down on the top of a low 

mound which formed a peninsula about a hundred 

yards east of camp. We waded across the creek to 

reach their territory and as we approached the top 

of the mound, with buzzing cries and sharp red beaks 

clicking menacingly, the birds swooped down re- 
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peatedly to peck the tops of our hats. In a very 

slight depression in the moss and lichens of the 

tundra, we found their two eggs —olive with brown 

marks. We retreated and one of the terns quickly 

settled down to incubation while the other hovered 

over the stream, suspended about 20 or 30 feet up, 

looking for small fish. 

It took most of the day to organize and establish 

camp. Dall mountain sheep were on the mountain 

slopes above us, the lambs butting heads and play-

ing while the ewes watched and chewed their cuds. 

Two Rough-legged hawks sailed over close to the 

mountain top, as a raven harassed them. Robins and 

white crowns were feeding their young. Pileolated 

and Arctic warblers were singing as a Fox sparrow 

scratched among the fallen leaves under a willow. 

We knew we wouldn't be lonesome or bored at Loon 

Lake. 

At eight p.m. that evening we started a tour of the 

lake, following caribou trails around the east side. 

Walking was comparatively easy at first. I was afraid 

we might get surprised by a grizzly and wanted to 

keep on the rocky shore where we would have a 

clear view ahead, but Gil was quite confident and 

crashed through the willow thickets unafraid, without 

the rifle. 

We saw Harlequin and Oldsquaw ducks on the lake. 

When half way to the south end, two Mew gulls 

harassed us as we dodged their swoops. We didn't 

find their nest so continued on to where another pair 

of terns gave us "the business." We found their nest 

on a peninsula in almost the same situation as the 

one near camp. Looking across the water to the 

gulls' area we saw clearly through our binoculars 

where the gull was sitting on its nest on the topmost 

point of their peninsula. The lake had three penin-

sulas and each was occupied and aggressively de-

fended. 

The water level of the lake was about fifteen feet 

below the overflow outlet at the south end, but we 

could hear water running through the rocks and fall-

ing to form Loon Creek, about two or three hundred 

feet below the rocky rim of the lake. We wondered if 

the Alaskan earthquake last spring had loosened the 
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rocks enough to let the water out. Andy Anderson 

had said he had never seen the -water level so low. 

The sun was shining on the mountains to the east 

as we continued toward camp, following the west 

shore of the lake. It was a relief not to be harassed 

by the terns and gulls. It still seemed strange to 

have broad daylight around the clock. We moved 

carefully over the difficult terrain for we could not 

risk a sprained ankle. While concentrating on each 

step two tattlers foraged ahead of us. We arrived 

back at camp about midnight and turned in, after a 

hot milk drink. 

Next morning was sunny and warm. We breakfasted 

while watching the sheep on the slopes above on 

either side of our valley. Rams on one side, and 

ewes and lambs on the other. 

We spent the day exploring the area north of camp. 

The valley was about one mile wide. A clear stream 

flowed in a wide gravel bed and under "overflow" 

ice to empty into the lake. Great beds of ice are 

formed in the early spring as the water in the stream 

begins to melt and flow over the existing ice where 

it refreezes and builds up to depths of sometimes 

eight feet. Thus there will be sections of clear run-

ning streams between the fields of "overflow" ice. 

We found many tree sparrows and white crowns 

defending their young, also our first gray cheeked 

thrush and common redpoll nests. Gil was busy 

photographing the birds and nests until clouds cut 

off the light, then he tried fishing, with no success, 

so we prowled through the willows half a mile north 

of camp to locate more nests. 

Monday, June 29th, we began to feel quite at home 

in our little valley. It was warm and lovely weather 

when we started out for the willow thickets north of 

camp to photograph nests in better light. Gil had 

set up his camera with 400 mm lens on the tripod, 

waiting for parent birds to feed their young. I de-

cided to go half a mile farther north to the next 

willow patch. Gil said he would follow later. 

I returned to the creek and started walking north. 

Suddenly to my right I saw two grizzly bears sitting 

up on their haunches, side by side. One was a very 

light cream color and the other a rather dark brown. 



Rough-legged hawk chicks. 

Photos by Gil Staender 

Six-inch rule beside wolf track. 

They looked very charming as they pawed at each 

other and played. I ran back toward Gil in the wil-

lows and told him I had seen two grizzlies. 

He asked in a loud voice, "Where?" 

"I'll show you!" I said. "And we'll get some good 

pictures." I kept my voice low so the bears wouldn't 

hear. I thought they looked so cute. 

We ran through the creek back to camp, much too 

excited to try to keep from stepping in water over 

the tops of our shoepacs. 

As Gil was loading the rifle, I watched the grizzlies 

go into the willows where a few moments before we 

had been busily snooping around looking for nests, 

completely oblivious of the fact that the two huge 

bears were sitting just outside the north edge of the 

brush. 

We sneaked back toward the willows, braver now 

that Gil was carrying the rifle, for we were worried 

about the camera. Gil kept close to the stream while 

I went west up the opposite slope to see if the 

camera was all right. Suddenly the darker bear ran 

out the far side of the willows and up the mountain  

but kept looking back for the cream colored one. At 

first I didn't see the other bear, only the camera on 

the tripod. Then a large cream colored arm parted 

the willows to give the huge animal a better view 

in our direction. He was near the camera. We waited 

tensely. Then he withdrew into the willows. Later 

we saw he had left the thicket on the upper side and 

was running up to join his mate in a hidden valley a 

mile east of camp. We saw this valley later when we 

climbed above it. We named those bears "the 

Lovers. 

Whew! Were we relieved as we ran to retrieve the 

camera! After our flow of adrenalin had subsided 

somewhat, we found the nests undamaged and Gil 

went back to photography. This time, though, we 

kept alert for danger. 

We were so hungry we went back to camp for lunch. 

Gil sat down, remarking that those probably would 

be the last bears we would see all summer. He then 

casually picked up his binoculars to scan the slope 

southeast of camp and there, about a mile away, was 

another grizzly. This one was cream colored with 
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dark brown face, neck and belly. He was foraging, 

not moving much. 

We ate lunch, keeping watch on the bear. Finally, 

he moved down to a large outcropping of rock and 

lay still. Gil said, "He's flaked out; let's call him 

'Old Flakey'." 

We thought it would be safe to look for more nests 

as Old Flakey seemed to be soundly sleeping. Stay-

ing close enough to protect camp, we located more 

nests and worked on our records. We saw bear sign 

all around the area, also a "cache" where a bear 

had dug an area 20 feet by 30 feet to cover a caribou 

kill. 

Old Flakey woke up and began foraging again, 

moving slowly toward camp. We went back to camp 

and kept watch on him while preparing beans and 

canned bacon for supper. The bear must have scented 

our tracks from a couple nights before, because sud-

denly he started running our way. We got the shot 

gun and rifle ready, also the 400 mm lens. The bear 

stopped in a thicket and began browsing as if he 

had changed his mind. We waited. 

Then he suddenly began galloping toward us, dis-

appearing behind the terns' knoll, only 100 yards 

from camp. We had some tense moments waiting'for 

him to come up over the knoll. Gil would have only 
a moment for a picture before grabbing the rifle. As 

we waited for the charge, I had the shotgun, a fry 

pan and large spoon ready to make a big noise. We 

listened and watched the terns. No sound—no bear. 

Where was he? We waited about twenty minutes and 

finally saw him going up the mountain. He was forag-

ing again, so we relaxed enough to eat a little. The 

bear kept moving away. Altogether we watched Old 

Flakey for eight hours that day as he foraged, dis-

appeared in brush, reappeared again and again, feed-

ing constantly. Gil, who is quite a clever camp cook, 

baked bread. 

At 9 p.m. the bear disappeared up into the same 

hidden valley where the "Lovers" had gone. We were 

relieved. About fifteen minutes later, Gil looked 

behind me and asked sharply, "What's that?" and 

I jerked around in time to see, about 150 feet away, 

a large tan colored object coming toward us. It was 
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a caribou. It looked very lonesome as it turned and 

ran north up the valley. Caribou have a peculiar gait 

and as they run a curious clicking sound seems to 

come from their leg joints. 

We slept that night with the rifle by our bed, as 

usual, but I also had the fry pan and large spoon 

handy. At that I got up a couple of times to go out 

and look around for bears before going to sleep. 

Next morning as we were about to leave camp, Old 

Flakey came out of the hidden valley. He was ob-

scured from view for a while and we didn't dare 

leave, with him so close. Gil estimated the bear 

could reach us in about half a minute if he started 

running. We kept careful watch as we worked on 

camp chores. The bear finally began moving north 

at the eastern edge of the valley and, at noon, dis-

appeared from view. 

After an afternoon rain we hiked north and saw a 

caribou with a calf browsing on lichens among the 

rocks. We got quite wet hiking through cottongrass 

sedges. This vegetation grows in clumps which die 

down each winter and grow again the following sum-

mer on the same roots. Meanwhile the clumps use 

the nutrient from the adjacent soil, keeping other 

vegetation from growing in the intervening space. 

Thus the clumps keep growing higher (up to two feet 

in height) with bare earth or water between them. 

Near the stream we found areas where the willows 

were about two feet high, with their tops cropped 

off level. These willows had a glossy narrow leaf, 

and their cropped tops probably indicated the winter 

snow level. Then there were thickets of taller wil-

lows having larger dull green leaves. These were 

spindly and perhaps ten to twelve feet high. Evi-

dently their leaves are not browsed. 

A Harlequin duck startled me as she flushed off 

her nest. We saw six creamy eggs in a fluffy nest of 

gray down. We looked constantly for tattler nests, as 

their plaintive "Pa-leep, Pa-leep" always attracted 

our attention. Gil said, "I'll bet if we ever do find a 
tattler nest the bird won't utter a sound." 

We arrived back at camp cold and wet from head to 

foot. We had found more new nests and collected 

some dead young birds from them. 



The first three days of July had near freezing rain 

and a strong north wind. Snow covered the peaks 

down to a thousand feet above us. The miserable 

weather decided us to build a shelter besides our 

tent. We. used heavy plastic and driftwood to make a 

durable shelter, driving poles into the ground to 

anchor it securely, with table and bench behind a 

stone fireplace. This protected us from the wind and 

rain. 

Young birds, just out of their nests, were crying 

around our camp, and we wondered how they could 

survive. We found a Rough-legged hawk's nest on a 

cliff in another valley and took pictures of their 

downy young. 

Everywhere we traveled we carried the heavy, 

cumbersome rifle, plus our packs, tripods, and 

cameras with lenses and attachments. There was 

always some cottongrass and difficult walking. 

July 4th when going back down toward camp, tra-

versing a rocky slope on a caribou trail about 200 

yards above the creek, Gil exclaimed, "Well, I'll 

be—! A TATTLER NEST!" 

A few feet away an incubating tattler left the nest 

without a sound and flew down to the stream, making 

its plaintive calls. This was a thrilling find! Not 

only had we made a rare discovery, but we found the 

nest in a different habitat than that described by 

Peterson's Field Guide. We presumed this was one 

reason so few nests had been found, aside from the 

bird's marvelous natural camouflage. We returned the 

following day to photograph the incubating bird and 

had great difficulty in locating the nest, though 

marked with plastic flags. 

Gil finally caught some fish in Loon Creek, about 

four miles from camp, while I guarded with the rifle. 

The difficult eight-mile trip used up about as much 

energy as we gained from eating the fish. The only 

fish in Loon Lake were tiny sculpins on which the 

terns fed. 

We saw more grizzlies, one of which gave me a 

terrible fright. The bear was only 150 feet away and 

coming toward me when I first saw him. I raced, 

screaming, 200 yards to camp, not daring to look 

back for fear of tripping on the rough terrain as I  

fled, but evidently my screams caused him to turn 

away. 

One night we climbed a peak which we named 

Ursus, because we had seen so many grizzlies on 

it. We were on the summit at midnight and stayed 

one and a half hours to watch a continuous sunset 

effect as the sun followed the horizon around from 

west to north. 

The impact of our solitude was overwhelming! We 

gazed over the peaks in all directions and knew that 

only the wild creatures were around, but we were 

not afraid. It was marvelous. This land belongs to 

the wildlings, and we were only visitors. We wished 

only to observe, not to harm them. 

We yearned to touch a real tree again, so decided 

to risk leaving our supplies while taking a three-day 

trip down to Hunt Fork (of the John River) to the 

nearest spruces. Gil became violently ill on the way 

and lay on the tundra with severe stomach cramps. 

After about forty minutes the pains subsided and he 

was able to travel again. On that trip we found 

another Rough-legged hawk's nest with three young, 

a yellow shafted flicker nest hole with youngsters 

looking out at us, some porcupines eating flowers, 

red squirrels looking at us curiously as if they had 

never seen a human before, and tracks made by a 

lone wolf along the stream. 

On the way back to Loon Lake, carrying heavy 

packs, we crossed and recrossed the creek eleven 

times. Wading was necessary to reach gravel bars 

on the opposite side and avoid the dreaded cotton-

grass. Each time we shipped water in our boots and 

had to stop and empty them. On about the eighth 

crossing, I took a last long step and caught my foot 

on a submerged willow root, falling flat on my face 

at the only place where there was a soft muddy 

to page 25, please 

This article is reprinted from the December, 1964 issue 
of MAZAMA, with permission of the author and John D. 
Scott, Editor. Among other well-edited articles in this 
latest yearbook of Oregon's Mazamas are "Robson in the 
Rain," James K. Angell, Jr.; "Geologic History of Mt. 
Hood," William S. Wise; "Cordillera Blanca," Robert 
Peirce; "Running the Grande Ronde," Marjorie L. Cald-
well; "Devils Tower," Donald C. Eastman. Available from 
MAZAMAS, 909 N.W. 19th Avenue, Portland, Oregon, $2. 
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The 

Little can be said or written that really describes 

the overall beauty of Zion's Virgin River Narrows. 

Much can be said about its spectacular geology, and 

its animals and plants, but the combination of these 

things can only be appreciated with the actual consu-

mation of such a journey down the Narrows. 

There is one place where the walls are only ten 

feet apart and rise more than 2,500 feet to the rim 

of the plateau. It has taken the Virgin River more 

than 13,000,000 years to cut this narrow gorge 

through the Navajo sandstone of the Markag-unt 

Plateau. Today, a hardy hiker may follow the Virgin 

River Narrows for fifteen meandering miles into the 

heart of Zion. Few routes compare with this unique 

and completely different hike from the headwaters of 

the North Fork to the Temple of Sinawava, the head 

of Zion Canyon. 

Thinking back now to my first arriving in Zion 

National Park, I was aware of the excellent trail 

system that exists in this superb national park. I 

was not aware, however, of the vast variety of 

hiking that Zion has to offer. This is truly a hiking 

park; there are over 140 miles of trails and only 17 

miles of paved roadway. To see and partake of 

Zion's canyonland of color, one must absorb the 

beauty and contrast somewhere away from the paved 
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Narrows of Zion... 
TassajeWay of gime 

By Roland H. Wauer 
Photos by the Author 

roadway and lodgings. One must return to the moun-

tains and accept the therapy of rock design and 

forest. And so I walked the trails that lead away 

from the canyon onto the high rims, and was able 

to be far removed from the hustle and bustle of 

civilization. My own little Shangri-las consisted of 

a solitary view into the Great West Canyon or the 

quietness of Hidden Canyon. 

None of this, however, begins to compare with the 

Narrows. Here is a stretch of raw wilderness; a 

changing one that can be peaceful and calm, or a 

raging torrent. It is a wilderness of water and rock, 

occasional lush growths of vegetation, and, high 

above, the blue sky. 

A trip down the Narrows must be more than just 

a casual hike at the spur of the moment. It must be 

planned in advance, and park officials should be 

notified of your decision. So it was, on that late-May 

day last summer, that our plans were carefully 

formulated. The first consideration is the weather. 

Spring run-offs and sudden summer storms can carry 

a wall of rock and water down this narrow gorge 

with a force that a human being caught-up in such 

a turmoil may never be found. It happened just that 

way in the fall of 1961, and five hikers lost their 

lives. One body was later discovered more than a  

dozen miles down-stream from where the full force 

of the flood caught them. 

A brief stop at the National Park Service head-

quarters, at the Zion Visitor Center, should be first 

on the agenda. Here can be acquired a map and 

up-to-date information on the weather and river 

conditions. A Park Ranger should be told of your 

plans: time of departure and when you expect to 

return. All of this is for the safety of the hiker, and 

any last minute advice may be useful. As an example, 

the best footwear are good boots that protect your 

ankles and don't allow mud and sand to seep in 

around your socks. He may also suggest a water-

proof bag for your camera gear, a lightweight sleeping 

bag, if you plan to be out overnight and, of course, 

enough food to last through your trip. 

Since the terminus of the hike is about 25 miles, by 

road, from the starting point, either two vehicles 

must be used, or someone must act as driver only 

and chauffeur you to the top of the drainage, Cham-

berlain's Ranch, and return to the Temple of Sinawava 

to await your arrival there. Our group of four planned 

on using two vehicles. My two friends from Los 

Angeles, Park Ranger Bruce Moorhead, and myself, 

Park Naturalist in Zion, made up the safari. We left 

the canyon at 4:30 A.M. in Bruce's VW and by 6:30 
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The upper drainage of the Virgin River's north fork flows through the ponderosa pine forest 
just below Chamberlain's Ranch. 

A.M. we were at Chamberlain's Ranch and ready for 

the journey down-river. Chamberlain's Ranch is 

reached by traveling up Highway 15 from Zion 

Canyon, through the tunnels and past the east 

entrance station to the County Road which goes to 

Navajo Lake and Highway 14. This is a gravel road, 

but passable throughout most of the year. Chamber-

lain's Ranch is a private stock ranch, 17 miles from 

Highway 15. You may drive another mile past the 

ranchhouse if you wish; all gates should be left as 

they are found. 

The upper drainage of the Virgin River looks little 

like the river seen by more than 700,000 people that 

visit Zion Canyon every year. Here it is only a 

rivulet winding its way along a lush meadow bordered 

by a ponderosa pine forest. We were greeted by 

numerous bird songs that early morning, and I recall 

my impression that each bird was deliberately trying 

to impress me with his own compliment of songs. A 
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Song Sparrow gave his morning welcome from the 

willows along the river, a Green-tailed Towhee was 

heard from the brush not far away, and somewhere in 

the forest I could hear the honk-honk of a White-

breasted Nuthatch and the warbling of a Solitary 

Vireo and Grace's Warbler. 

The sky was completely blue, as seen only along 

the Utah-Arizona border. It was a good day and one 

that will long be remembered. I began to try to follow 

the winding stream course as far as possible without 

giving-in and begin wading. This I only succeeded in 

doing for about a mile before the banks became too 

steep and the rocky streamsides became too few. It 

was then that I became aware of a strange sensation. 

It had something to do with the knowledge that once 

committed to this downward plunge with the river, it 

is best to go forward rather than retreat. It also had 

something to do with the little sign at the end of 

the mile-long trail from the Temple of Sinawava, 



As one progresses down river, he finds that the banks become higher and narrower. 

. . a sudden flash flood drowned five hikers in the 

Narrows. . ." You become amazingly aware of the 

blue sky, and each shadow along the waterway seems 

to predict a searching glance upward. Yet even this 

is forgotten as the first narrow passageway is 

approached. 

The gradual narrowing of the riverbanks was at its 

maximum, and it was almost inconceivable that this 

small river had cut its way through more than 2,500 

feet of sandstone to form this narrow gorge. Yet 

evidence of such a phenomenon cannot be mistaken. 

The force of water and its abrasive agents were 

very evident here. Although the spring and summer 

flow is usually less than three to four feet in depth, 

it carries a tremendous amount of sand and silt in 

its journey to Lake Mead. Geologists tell us that the 

Virgin River carries 100 cubic feet per second of 

sediment along its course in a normal day; 1,100 

cubic feet per second may be moved in a single day  

in a late summer flood. 

I marveled, too, at huge logs that occurred along 

the cliffs. These adult pines appeared to have been 

tossed around like toothpicks. The fantastic force 

of nature had never been more evident, and each 

bend of the Narrows offered new proof, and new 

scenes of unique beauty. It seemed that the whole 

world of water and cliffs, so dominant for a mile or 

so, would suddenly be transferred into a green park-

like grotto. These lush areas of change were greatly 

welcomed and inspected before the next step of 

cliffs and water was negotiated. 

The flow of the river in the upper drainage is only 

about one-third of the total river-flow that is found 

in Zion Canyon. The North Fork is supplemented by 

four additional drainages and many seeps and springs 

before it reaches the Temple of Sinawava. The first 

of these side-streams is Deep Creek; its headwaters 

are in the lava fields due north of the park. The 
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Finally the banks become so high that it is impossible to 
avoid wading. 

The first true "Narrows" is reached about 3 miles down 
canyon from Chamberlain's Ranch. Here the cliffs rise 
1,200 feet above the river. 

second drainage is Kolob Creek, and Goose Creek is 

next, all three flowing from the north. The last and 

lowest tributary to the North Fork is Orderville 

Canyon. This creek carried only a very small amount 

of water that day in May. 

I was somewhat surprised at the lack of wildlife 

within the upper Narrows, but once Goose Creek was 

reached it changed considerably. The quantity of 

deer tracks here was evidence enough to indicate 

that the North Fork and Goose Creek is a heavily 

used deer-route in and out of Zion Canyon. The 

common bird was the Dipper! We watched it feeding 

upon insects that it found below the surface of the 

river, and I followed one to a nest of mud and moss 

built in a rock crevice not far above the waterline. 

Wading forward for a closer examination, I became 

aware of the thin squeaks of young birds from the 

nest. The adult suddenly appeared and flew down 
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canyon, probably in search for food for her tiny 

offspring. 

The sun shines onto the floor of this deep narrow 

gorge for only a few hours each day during spring 

and summer. It seems to illuminate each leaf of the 

ash, box-elder, and cottonwood trees with a halo of 

backlight. This leaf-green is so evident in contrast 

against the background of gray and red cliffs. The 

sun's warmth, in May, was a relaxing and enjoyable 

thing that seemed to influence, not only my body, but 

the slowly moving river as well. It flowed along at 

a lazy speed that seemed to be perfect for a natural 

walking rate on this gradually-descending plane. We 

became expert, too, in finding a good walking surface 

on the river bottom; a slip or sudden emersion became 

a rarity. 

And, so we progressed down-canyon with an occa-

sional stop for a photograph or a slightly longer look 



During the past 13,000,000 years, the river has carved And the wearing away of the cliffs has left high platforms 

intricate and beautiful patterns along the sandstone cliffs, and unique niches that plants and wildlife find to their 

liking. 

There is one place where the cliffs rise about 2,500 feet 
above the narrow gorge which is only 10 feet wide at the 

river level. 

at the narrow slit ahead, or one of nature's own 

carvings high above us. Then suddenly, we became 

aware that Zion Canyon—civilization—was not far 

ahead. It was almost sad to realize that we had 

passed the heart of the Narrows and were beginning 

to come to the end of our trip. The last mile to the 

Temple of Sinawava is on a paved trail which follows 

the Virgin River to the parking area and an awaiting 

vehicle. It is, perhaps, on this last leg of our route 

that the real significance of the journey becomes 

apparent. This has been more than a mere 10-hour 

jaunt through spectacular scenery; it has been a 

journey through a passageway of 13 million years. 

And I was honestly aware of time and change; and, 

perhaps, I was able to comprehend, just a little better 

than before, the elements of space and existence and 

how they affect me, such a tiny mortal in this uni- 

verse. to next page please 
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Suddenly the narrows open and a park-like 

environment of lush greenery exists. 

But it is not far before the next step of water 

and rock must be negotiated in the descending 

plane cut into Navajo Sandstone. 
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And so it is from one narrow gorge to the next. It is this way throughout the 15-mile of meandering waterway to the Temple 

of Sinawava. 
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Of all the mountains of Washington, the Olympics 

are perhaps the most beautiful in winter. Remote in 

the heart of the range, 7,954-foot Mt. Olympus offers 

a climber's paradise of glaciers and rock pinnacles. 

Aware of the great beauty of the area, and in hopes 

of making the first winter ascent, four members of 

the University of Washington Climbing Club, John 

Norgord, Jan Still, John Wells, and myself made 

plans for a nine-day expedition during the winter 

vacation. 

The trip got underway in the predawn hours of 

December 28, as we loaded the car and raced for 

the ferry, making it with three minutes to spare. By 

12:30 we were at the Hoh Ranger Station, ready for 

the trail. Always interested in advancing the frontiers 

of mountaineering knowledge (how to carry more and 

make it weigh less), we loaded much of the gear on 

a deer carrier. After four miserable miles we trans-

ferred the load to our backs. Carrying about 60-70 

pounds each, we continued to mush up the worst 

trail any of us had ever encountered. Of the eighteen 

miles to Glacier Meadows, three were snow-covered, 

and the other fifteen were mud, one to four inches 

deep, and continuous. Tromping through the mud, we 

found little time to appreciate the rain forest, or the 

many streams which ran across the trail—and quite 

often down it (one even ran across a bridge). Arriv-

ing at the excellent Olympus Shelter (8.8 miles) after 

dark, we turned in early. 

After an early breakfast, we again returned to the 

battle against the mud; and, under overcast skies, 

reached Elk Lake for lunch. Above the lake the trail 

continues to rise, and here we encountered the first 

snow. Covered with snow, the trail skirts steep 

cliffs, and everyone was gingerly walking on the 

outer four inches. 

Arriving at the Glacier Meadows shelter, we found 

it had the dimensions of a cracker box and a tin roof 

which leaked from every nail hole. Ponchos were 

used in an attempt to keep the bunks dry. 

The morning of the third day dawned grey and 

rainy but, encouraged by occasional bits of blue 

sky, we began the climb. Conditions grew worse with 
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On the summit New Year's Day. 

Photos, from color slides by the author. 

every step. Battered by gale force winds, we finally 

pitched the tent, hoping that the storm would blow 

over. After two hours in the tent, the rain was sluic-

ing through the fabric. A motion to adjourn to the 

shelter was approved unanimously. 

Blessed with perfect weather and a firm crust, the 

next morning we made rapid time to the edge of the 

Blue Glacier. The view from the moraine alone was 

worth the effort of the preceding days. Rising above 

the mirror-like Blue Glacier and jumbled ice falls, 

the three peaks of Olympus appeared as white slash-

es against the sky. Quickly crossing the glacier and 

stopping briefly for lunch, we reached the top of the 

Snow Dome early in the afternoon, to be greeted by 

a superb panorama of snow-covered peaks and ranges 

on every side— and a front of inky black clouds 

bearing down on us from the southwest. 

Shelter was an urgent concern. We quickly found 

the IGY hut on the edge of the dome and, unbolting 

a door plate, moved in. By sunset another storm was 

upon us. Visability was down to thirty feet, and the 
hut shook with the gusts. Enjoying the IGY's foam 



The three peaks of 

Mount Olympus appear as white slashes 

against the sky. 

Winter gscent of Mt. Olympus 
By Richard Springgate 

mattresses, we agreed that a night in that blizzard 

with our tent would probably finish us. We remained 

in bed until late the next morning when Norgord, re-

turning from a morning walk, announced that the 

storm was breaking up. 

After a quick lunch we began postholing through 

nine inches of new snow towards the West Peak. The 

final 900-foot slope showed signs of avalanches, but 

the bergschrund— a great summer difficulty—was 

completely filled with snow for most of its length. 

Snow and glacier conditions had been less of a 

problem than in summer, but we were to find that the 

final rock pitch made up for improved conditions. 

Cresting the ridge, we were awestruck by the sight 

of the final pinnacle. A fang-like tower, it was sheet-

ed in sparkling ice flowers, and looked formidable. 

After a pause to photograph the magnificent sweep 

of mountains and glaciers surrounding us, we climbed 

a steep slope to the north ridge, decided that the 

route would have to go here where there was only 

150 feet of ice encrusted rock, rather than 300 feet. 

In places vertical to slightly overhanging, it never- 

theless appeared the only choice. 

The first fifty feet of step-cutting proved straight-

forward, but then the vertical pitch began. It was an 

inside corner with a crack above me where the rock 

overhung. I attempted to stem, and was partially 

successful until the walls flared out. Taking a long 

step to the left, I desperately slipped behind a small 

flake —which proved to be solid—and tried to put 

in an ice screw. There was only about six inches of 

ice over the rock, and my constant worry was that 

the steps and everything else would peel off. Ice 

pitons proved useless, but one loose one gave some 

feeling of security. Clipping in, I jammed above the 

overhead, and hauled myself over the top of the 

pitch—a bit of 5.8 ice climbing that I wouldn't want 

to repeat. After thirty feet of ridge, the summit was 

reached, fulfilling our hopes of making the first 

winter ascent and the first ascent of the new year. 

The sun was near the horizon, and all around us the 

peaks were bathed in a pale red glow as they jutted 

above the cloud-filled valleys. The beauty could not 

be captured by mere photos. 
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Tongetito National Petk 
By the wet tarseal road a woman and small boy 

waved the bus to a stop. Their rain-streaked faces 

smiled widely at the driver and greeted riders along 

the aisle. Every half-mile, or so, among the short-

cropped paddocks and bushy hills of North Island, 

New Zealand, the bus stopped to take on or let off 

talking, laughing Maoris. Though faces changed 

en route, the buoyant mood and carefree chatter 

flowed on. 

"I'm going to stay with Auntie Tui tonight," the 

little boy told an old woman with elaborate tatoos 

on her face. 

"Lucky boy! You tell her I go to Manunui," the 

old woman's voice sounded through the bus. 

The fat, broad-faced woman with the boy settled in 
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the seat behind him and handed over a bundle 

wrapped in newspaper. Making a small hole in the 

package, he pulled out steaming morsels and popped 

them in his mouth. Another boy sat down next to him 

and dipped his fist in the greasy newspaper. The 

smell was clearly fish and chips. 

Ned and I were silent, but observant, as the bus 

wove through green hills and rain. We delighted in 

the bus atmosphere while cheerful and familiar, but 

when we found ourselves the last passengers and 

night settling in, we wished only to hear the driver 

call out, "National Park, your stop." Miles of hills 

passed before the bus pulled into a muddy dark 

crossroad eight miles from our final destination, Tlie 

Chateau. 



Mount Ngaurahoe, 7,515 feet, steaming slightly after a recent eruption, in Tongariro National Park, New Zealand. 

I remember only two buildings on that dismal 

corner, a service station and a grocery store, both 

closed. Shivering and disheartened, we stood under 

an awning out of the rain and traded bus traveling 

clothes for tramping clothes. The driver had assured 

us another bus would come by shortly on its way to 

The Chateau. An hour later, after we had given up 

all hope of seeing another person that night, a car 

stopped across the road. Ned ran through the down-

pour toward it to get information about the bus. 

"The bus?" the driver repeated after Ned. "This 

is it, but my bumper's dragging on the ground already. 

I'm chock-full of supplies. No, I can't take another 

pound. Tell you what I'll do though—call a taxi from 

The Chateau to come and get you." 

His red tail lights disappeared into the dark, and 

again we waited. 

Ned's Fulbright had enabled us to spend a year and 

a half in New Zealand, most of the time in Dunedin 

on the South Island. Now May, the heart of autumn, 

we were heading north to Auckland to meet our ship. 

In trying to see as much of this varied country as 

possible, we found ourselves traveling by train, ferry, 

bus, taxi, and by foot through Tongariro National 

Park, where The Chateau, one of New Zealand's 

most luxurious resorts, is located. 

Though the taxi came eight miles from The Chateau 

to pick us up, the generous driver asked only one 

pound and knowingly advised us not to walk into the 

carpeted hotel lobby wearing our boots (I had hob- 
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Mount Ruapehu, 9,175 feet, is crested with glaciers clustered about a steaming crater lake. Photo by the Author 

nails on my New Zealand boots). However, we had 

no thoughts of such luxurious quarters. Behind The 

Chateau is a bunkhouse used mainly by skiers and 

trampers for a small fee; we spent the night there, and 

furtively fried eggs over our Svea for supper. 

Tongariro National Park embraces a volcanic pla-

teau of some 3,000 to 5,000 feet elevation, out 

of which rise three active volcanoes: Tongariro 

(ton ga rir' o), 6,517 feet, Ngaurahoe (nar a ho' ee), 

7,515 feet, and Ruapehu (ru a pay' ho), 9,175 feet. 

These young giants anchor the southeastern end of 

a zone of intense earthquake and thermal activity 

which forms a lively backbone to the North Island 

and extends for a thousand miles across the south-

west Pacific. 

Ruapehu, crested with glaciers clustered about a 

boiling crater lake, is the center of North Island 

skiing and mountaineering. Although the latter is 

incomparably more challenging among the majestic 

icy summits of the South Island's Southern Alps, ski-

ing on Ruapehu is the best in New Zealand. Addi-

tional ski attractions are the seasonally migrating 

North American instructors. 

Maori legend has its own way of explaining the 
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wonders of the land: the chief Ngatoro was seized 

with a longing to ascend Tongariro, and he told his 

companions: "Remember now, do not you, who I am 

going to leave behind, taste food from the time I 

leave you until I return, when we will all feast 

together." He began to climb, but his companions 

began to eat the food, and Ngatoro had great diffi-

culty in reaching the summit and nearly perished. He 

prayed to the gods of Hawaiki to send fire and to 

produce a volcano on the mountain, and his prayers 

were answered. The fire came up right underneath 

him and revived him so that he was able to descend 

the mountain. 

At sunrise next morning We strode across the frost-

covered lawn stretched before The Chateau, now 

white, quiet, and dignified while all the guests 

slept. No —not quite all. 

"You're going out in shorts in this frosty weather?" 

asked a tourist, enjoying the sunrise from a lawn 

bench. 

While I envied his long pants and mittens, Ned 

mumbled something about warming up when we got 

our circulation going. The man had no comment, but 

I suppose eyed our packs and bare legs as we 



Ruapehu' s Crater Lake where hikers relax by swimming in the warm thermal waters. 

'crossed the wide silvery lawn and disappeared down 

the track into the bush. With our belongings stripped 

down to necessities and strapped to our backs, we 

delighted in our new independence from taxis, buses, 

and their non-existent schedules. 

Overhead dark green beeches sealed off the light 

except for tiny skittish patches of sun sprinkled over 

the open ground. Our eyes scanned the bush for deer 

but saw only a tui (tu ee) bird, whose little puff of 

white feathers at the throat quivered as he sang. 

(New Zealand has no active mammals, but introduced 

deer are so numerous that shooters are hired by the 

government.) We had to capture the capricious mood 

in photos. Posing on the track and in the bush, 

shooting tuis from incredible angles, we may have 

tired ourselves more with the camera than walking. In 

any case, we were resting on a bench when a man 

approached at a jaunty gait. We smiled sheepishly 

and he stopped, coming out with a loud "G'day." 

"Hi," we answered. 

"Where're you headed, Taranaki Falls?" he asked. 

"Yup," Ned said, "then we're going to Waihohonu 

Hut and on to the Desert Road." 

Offering Ned a small box, he asked, "Have a  

roll?" But Ned declined, not having mastered the 

art. 

"That's a good walk. You Americans?" (After the 

"yup" this was a safe guess.) 

"Yes." 

"Never knew Yanks did any tramping." 

"Oh, there are some who like it, though not as 

many as New Zealanders." 

"Let me carry your pack for a while. It looks a bit 

heavy for you." He had no pack, being out for a 

pre-breakfast walk. 

"Oh no, I can manage, thanks." (Actually it was 

heavier than it should have been, since I had thrown 

in some books I had forgotten to pack in the trunk.) 

Accompanying him to Taranaki Falls, we discovered 

his lore of the park surpassed any brochure. We 

hated to leave him. 

"Now don't forget Ohinepango Springs!" he called 

after us. 

At elevations up to 3,000 feet the terrain is bush-

covered, giving way to tussock on the high plateaus 

and lower slopes of the mountains. When well into 

tussock country on the high plateau, white-peaked 

Ruapehu rose up behind us, and before us a trail of 
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steam drifted across the sky from Ngaurahoe. Though 

invisible to us as we scanned the terrain, our map 

showed a crater lake at an appropriate place for 

lunch. Once on the rim we looked down a steep 200-

foot scrubby slope to a perfect circle of blue, start-

ling after the brown of the plateau. Like a horse 

with the bit between his teeth, Ned lugned down the 

tangled bank with the billie, shouting, "I'll get the 

water." Fifteen minutes later I was still only half-

way down, much hungrier, and a great deal thirstier. 

Far below me, Ned perched on a rock, dangling his 

feet in the deep blue water. My shouting for him to 

hurry with the water was in vain; I could only wait 

until I heard him thrashing back up again to the rim 

and our nuts, cheese, and cracker lunch. 

Fortunately the track to the hut was along the 

flat, for the delight of that morning in carrying all 

my belongings on my back had changed to displeas-

ure that I had to carry anything at all. However, we 

arrived at the hut, and though we are not ones to 

overrate cleanliness, the dust-filled mattresses, old 

chops in the frying pan, and dirt-covered tables made 

our tent seem antiseptically clean. We cooked and 

slept in our tent. 

This hut was not characteristic of others we had 

used in New Zealand. The hut system is an excellent 

idea and widely used by trampers and climbers. In 

most every tramping-climbing area they are close 

enough together to make a tent unnecessary. Espe-

cially useful to climbers who wish to go light are 

the stoves, fuel, cooking utensils, and sleeping 

bags provided. 

In the morning, after the first shock of emerging 

from warm cocoon-like sleeping bags into the nippy 

air and forcing feet into stiff boots, the day seemed 

perfect for climbing Ngaurahoe. Ned claimed his 

legs felt like steel springs, and reserving comment 

on mine, I suggested we get on Ngaurahoe anyway. 

Ngaurahoe is a near perfect cone 3,000 feet high 

and truncated by a crater which issues clouds of 

steam. The last eruption of lava occurred in 19S4-55. 

We were told that rocks around the crater are good 

hand warmers. Although scrambling up the rubbly, 

dry slopes promised to be a chore, we struck out, 
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curious to see the wonders awaiting us at the top. 

From camp we followed a boulder-hopping trail to 

the base of the mountain. We soon found distances 

hard to judge as there was no vegetation to use as 

scale. A gully we estimated to take ten minutes to 

cross proved to be a ravine taking half an hour. From 

a distance, climbing straight up the mountain seemed 

feasible. But our route was changed again and again 

when we found that the blocks of rock we planned 

to step up easily reached far above our heads. Un-

fortunately, we never got to warm our hands on the 

rocks nor look into the crater. Lack of water, inex-

perience on loose boulders, and my trepidation while 

crossing a gully, down which —I was sure—a bom-

bardment of boulders would come, made us retreat, 

Ned with regret2  I with unhidden relief. 

Ohinepango (o hin ee pang' go) Springs, named after 

the lovely Maori maiden whose favorite bathing place 

it was, remained our last stop before the Desert Road 

led us from the park. Brush whipped our faces and 

legs as we forced our way along the little-used track 

to the Springs. So heavy was the scrub, we did not 

see water until we parted the last bush, and it lay 

in a dark pool at our feet. Springs bubbled from under 

mossy banks, and ice-coated trees shaded the pond 

from the sun. No breeze disturbed the fragile ice 

coverings, no movement but for ripples crossing the 

pool in widening arcs. No sound at all. Though my 

feet numbed at the touch of the grass, I was deter-

mined to swim. I plunged in—a wool stocking cap 

my only fortification against freezing. Ned stood in 

amazement. 

Where the track meets the Desert Road, sparsely 

tussocked, sandy terrain lies flat and colorless. Our 

packs in obvious view on the roadside, we waited 

for a ride, little concerned how long it would take. 

Dust whirled under wheels of infrequent cars, and 

we gritted sand waiting. On this lonely road we came 

close to understanding a New Zealand mood, 

"not knowing where I'll sleep tonight, 

not much caring either. . 

when a truck pulled up and the driver leaned out the 

window, "Throw your packs in the back. I'll take 

you as far as Taupo." 
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bottom. Took off my jeans and rinsed them clean, 

putting them back on wet! Ten minutes after we 

reached camp we had a "cloud burst." It poured all 

night. 

The water level of the lake rose a foot over night 

and since camp was below the overflow level of 

the lake, we feared we'd have to move and abandon 

our shelter. For three days we huddled in camp while 

it rained and snowed, and the eternal north wind 

blew. 

The sun came out at last to bring us warmth again. 

We explored the valleys to the northwest and found 

delightful high lakes, with sheep lying on ledges 

close by, so we named the lakes "Dall Lakes." 

Looking down into the Ekokpuk valley we saw a 

large moose browsing. 

We visited the high lakes to the northeast which 

Alpin - ISMM 
I NTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

OF MODERN MOUNTAINEERING 

centrally located in the Alps at 

Leysin, Switzerland 

—a quick, safe way to the maximum in 

alpine adventure. 

Besides providing an excellent introduction 

to alpinism for beginners, the school offers 

experienced climbers an opportunity to 

learn the most sophisticated modern tech-

niques. Reasonably priced. 

Among our Instructors and Lecturers: 

John Harlin —Joe Brown 

Gaston Rebuffat — Yvon Chouinard 

Toni Hiebler — Royal Robbins 

Rene Demaison — Allan Rankin 

For Brochure 

Write 

Royal Robbins 

Sugar Bowl, Norden, California 

were the sources of the stream emptying into Loon 

Lake. On the shores of one of the higher lakes we 

identified our first snow buntings. They were feeding 

young. We called the lakes "Snow Bunting Lakes. 

The remote high valley was sheltered from the north 

wind, and we reveled in the sun's warmth, enjoying 

the change of scenery. 

August 2nd came too soon, but we packed our 

equipment and remaining supplies, broke camp and 

moved everything down to the water's edge to wait 

for Andy. We stayed close and waited—and waited! 

At 10 p.m., we decided he had forgotten us, so set 

up our tent and brought back some supplies to fix 

dinner. We ate and went to bed, wondering how long 

we would be forgotten—or if perhaps we had lost 

count of the days. 

The following day when I was one thousand feet 

up on Ursus looking,  for my lost prescription colored 

glasses, the bush pilot came to pick us up. He had 

forgotten us—for one day only! 
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eatn n a Steeping 23a 
Of interest to all who use sleeping bags is the 

following excerpt from the August, 1964 issue of 

This Week in Public Health, a Massachusetts De-

partment of Public Health publication: 

"Last summer in Minnesota, a 16-year-old boy died 

after sleeping in a bag that had been cleaned in 

perchloroethylene in a coin-operated unit. According 

to the boy's mother and newspaper reports, the bag 

was left at an attendent-operated unit and picked 

up the same day. 

"It was alleged that the bag was received in a roll 

and put in the car trunk. The boy is said to have un-

rolled the bag in a pup tent and to have slept in it 

approximately eight hours. The boy vomited without 

having regained consciousness and was in convul-

sions when found. The county coroner, an M.D., stat-

ed that autopsy showed death was caused by the 

solvent. 

"Congestion in the boy's lungs and internal organs, 

especially the kidneys, was attributable to the 

chemical, as were multiple blisters on the body. His 

report states that death was due to pheumonitis due 

to uremia from enhaled perchloroethylene." 

Though the deodorizer cycle of cleaning machines 

is supposed to eliminate this hazard, some of the 

smaller coin-operated units are not adequate to 

deodorize the huge bulk of a sleeping bag. All bags 

should be well-aired after cleaning and again before 

being put into use. 

Also, several cases of severe rash from chemical 

burns due to home-applied water-proofing compounds 

have been noted. Parkas and climbing pants, as well 

as sleeping bags, can come in contact with the skin 

and it would be prudent to read the label of the 

water-proofing can very closely —lest you too end 

up with a case of chemical burn. 
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Assorted Fine Technical Equipment 

from 

THE NORTH FACE 

Jumar Ascenders, Chouinard carabiner, Robbins belay 

seat, nylon webbing, Chouinard Rurp, CMI hammer, North 

Face holster, assorted Chouinard pitons. 

THE NORTH FACE 
308 Columbus Avenue 

San Francisco, California 

rropo Maps 
Topographic maps at the scale of 1:250,000 (1 inch 

—approximately 4 miles) are now available for all of 

the United States. Though not as useful to the moun-

taineer as the standard topo map published at the 

scale of 1:24,000 (1 inch —2,000 feet), the new maps 

are detailed enough to give a general picture of 

lakes, trails, canyons, and mountains in a range. 

The 1:250,000 maps cover 1 degree in latitude by 

2 degrees in longitude and measure 32 inches by 23 

inches. Contour intervals range from 25 feet, in com-

paratively flat areas, to 500 feet for mountainous 

regions. Index for the maps appears on pages 16 and 

17, price 50 cents from the Geological Survey, either 

Denver 25, Colorado or Washington 25, D.C. 

Most of the maps, especially in the western states, 

are also available under the same name in plastic 

raised relief for $4 each from the Army Map Service, 

Fort Sam Houston, Texas. 

New plastic relief map, "Fresno" covers the heart of the 

High Sierra, including Mount Whitney. Available from the 
Army Map Service, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, for S4 each. 
See index for names of maps on pages 16 and 17. 

The cost of having topo maps for an entire area is 

now greatly reduced. Compare the cost of approxi-

mately $288 at the Geological Survey's discounted 

price for the 1,600 standard topo maps of California 

against $12 for the 30 maps covering all of the state 

at the scale of 1:250,000. 
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THE INCOMPARABLE 

/or illustrated 

brochure, please write: 

A. I. KELTY MFG. CO. 

1807 VICTORY BOULEVARD 

P.O. BOX 3453 

GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA 

HIGHLAND Caplea 
LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPING EQUIPMENT 

YOUR COMPLETE 

MOUNTAINEERING 

STORE 

Open Evenings — Closed Mondays 

3593 EIGHTH STREET 
(POST OFFICE BOX 121) 
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 

PHONE 683-7414 

"Lazy Backpacker Brand" 

dependable vertical 

holding power 

Leeper Chromolly Pitons 

For report on field tests 

write 

Ed Leeper 

1731Y2 Francisco 

Berkeley 3, Calif. 
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Letters 
Dear Editor: 

It certainly is disconcerting to see 

your publication, the only national 

monthly one of its type in this country, 

make as many glaring and needless 

errors as yours. The majority of people 

accept any printed article in a publica-

tion as the gospel truth, which forces 

a considerable editorial responsibility 

on the editors and publishers. 

While the majority of your articles 

are sincere, accurate, and well written, 

there have also been several articles 

of unwarranted inaccuracy, and at least 

one complete hoax published. All this 

contributes much to your reputation 

among serious climbers and outdoors-

men. 

With some of the editorial lack of 

responsibility and ridiculous articles 

published, you would not last long in 

Europe. 

The most recent case in point is one 

that should embarrass you. 

The article "Beartooth Country" by 

James R. Graff could have been writ-

ten by anyone with a geography book 

and a forest service map. The author 

obviously knows nothing about the 

climbing in this range, or its history. 

Neither do you. In your frontispiece 

you show the north face of Granite 

Peak and state that this face has not 

been scaled. It is quite common knowl-

edge, both among climbers and certain-

ly among the forest rangers in the 

Beartooth area, that this face was 

climbed in the summer of 1963 by 

Donald (Claunch) Gordon. 

Furthermore, neither you or the auth-

or seem to be aware that there has 

been considerable climbing done in 

the range. The Wyoming climbers, for 

one, have done some technical climb-

ing in the range, and I know of at least 



Two Heads are Better Than One! 

Rock Climber 
Weight: 25 oz. 
Head: 17 oz. 
Shaft: 11 1/4  " Mountaineer 

Weight: Weight: 20 oz. 
Head: 12 oz. 
Shaft: 10 1/4 " 

PICK SERRATIONS 
GRIP PITON 

WHEN PRYING OUT 

KARABINER HOLE 
FOR EXTRACTING 

PITONS WITH 
STRING OF 'BINERS 

(Bo 

Now! A new, light weight Mountaineer hammer by Cmi! The 
perfect companion to the Rock Climber model for general 
mountaineering use. Hardened, perfectly tempered tool steel 
head will remain tight on shaft forever. Only piton hammers 
in the world guaranteed for one full year. Write for catalog. 

.2083 A Denver, Colorado 80201 

CUSTOM CLIMBING BOOTS One piece upper, all leather 
lined, double stitched soles 

and Vibram soles screwed and 
cemented on. Guaranteed 
satisfactory fit. Write for 

measuring instructions. 
We also have down sleeping 

bags, down jackets, and other 
climbing gear. 

Information mailed on request. 

PETER LIMMER & SONS 
Intervale, New Hampshire -$36.50,plus postage, made to order 
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one ascent they did that was reputedly 

quite difficult. 

On July 9, 1964 David Beckstead and 

I made the first climb of the north face 

of Glacier Peak,one of the higher sum-

mits in the range. The face is, from 

all photos and information we could 

muster, the most alpine and majestic 

in the range. We used both our cramp-

ons and piton hammers on this fine 

ascent. 

You really should check our such 

articles and limit the authors to their 

sphere of knowledge. I hope you will 

point out the errors and omissions in 

this article, in the very near future, in 

your 'letters to the editor' section. 

Fred Beckey 

Seattle, Wash. 

Dear Editor: 

Do you have any solution for the 

problem of knots hanging up the rappel 

line? This. . . resulted in two 150-foot 

3/8-inch ropes being left on a flash-

light descent of Shiprock. 

R. E. Kyrlach 

Albuquerque, N. Mex. 

(Editor's Note: The only real solu-

tion to avoid hanging up rappels is ex-

treme caution in laying them. The rope 

should be tested for retrievability be-

fore the last man starts down. If one 

normally climbs with two 150-loot 

ropes in a party of three, why not use 

a 300-foot rope, thus avoiding the knot 

problem? The 300-loot, 9.  mm, dual-

colored perlon ropes would seem a 

good answer. They are strong enough 

to use single-strand (for 3 men) and 

light enough to use double (for 2 men). 

Royal Robbins, Rock Climbing Editor) 



ADVANCED TECHNICAL ROCK 

CLIMBING SEMINARS 

— YOSEMITE VALLEY — 

INSTRUCTORS: 

Royal Robbins, Chuck Pratt, Tom Frost 
Yvon Chouinard 

April 24-25 June 5-6 
October 16-17 

Designed for two types of climbers: one 
the advanced rock climber interested in 
eventually doing multiday climbs and 
perfecting his techniques in hauling, 
hanging bivouacs, difficult nailing and 
free climbing. Also, for the INTERMED-
IATE-ADVANCED climber who wants to 
learn direct aid, hanging belays, piton 
placement, judgement, esthetics, and 
to direct his climbing to the more ad-
vanced techniques. Actual two day 
climbs will be incorporated into the sem-
inars after one has reached sufficient 
skills. 

Only twenty persons will be accommo-
dated per seminar and reservations must 
be made in advance. It is the express 
hope that these seminars will attract 
good and enthusiastic climbers from all 
parts of the West and initiate and im-
prove the standard of American climbing. 

Conducted under the auspices of: 

CALIFORNIA 

MOUNTAINEERING GUIDE SERVICE 

308 Columbus Avenue 
San Francisco, California 

Write for detailed information and 
catalogue. 

W ere Experts 
7 Come 
41 I Le

:  7

: to Buy 
Join this 25-year-old sportsmen's 
cooperative whose members include 

,rnountaineers, professional guides, 
campers, skiers, skin divers, sports-
men and scout leaders. Domestic 
and imported articles carefully 

screened and tested before they are offered. 
You enjoy low co-op prices and profit-sharing 
plan. Write for catalog. 

Reeteatieseat Efuiftwerat 
DEPT. S 

523 PIKE ST.. SEATTLE 1, WAS'-1 

*WHY A 

SLEEPING 

II rriayilieTa goose 
n't sleep in a 

erry sleeping bag—
but he sleeps in 
Prime Northern 
Goose Down 

* Send Far Free Catalog 
afieat Dept. 142, Box 910 

Boulder Colorado 

Scouts—Campers—Fishermen—Hunters 
Backpackers—Mountaineers—Climbers 

BASIC 
)10UNTAINEERING 

The only book of its kind, designed 
to provide the basic knowledge neces-
sary to travel safely in the mountains 
and the desert. Presented in a con-
cise, illustrated, highly readable form. 

$2.00 a copy —or quantity rates 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chap. B 
P.O.B. 525, San Diego, Calif. 

Photo by Ed Cooper Letters 

Dear Editor: 

I'm sending you these photographs 

with some hope that warning might be 

given to the users of the "Borde" bur-

ner. It has no safety valve (at least 

this one didn't) and can explode, re-

leasing a tremendous amount of energy, 

evidenced by the twisted remains in 

the photographs. 

Camped at San Mack Meadow, about 

11,000 feet, in the Sierra, we were 

heating water with the Borde burner 

and Sterno stove placed on gravelly 

soil, lightly covered with pine needles. 
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BOorra 
A large selection of imported and do-

mestic boots, favorite styles with top 
quality construction. A wide variety 
of styles available: Trailwise Packer, 
Belluna, Americano, Lassen, Arlberg, 
Sella, Bernina, Monte Rosa, Zillertal, 
Lynx, Cortina, Spider, Civetta, Minaret 
Ski Touring, Bolzano and Mountain Boy. 

TRAILWISE 
MOUNTAINEERING 
SKIING • CAMPING • HIKING 

THE SKI HUT 
1615 UNIVERSITY 
AVENUE • BERKELEY 

CALIFORNIA 

WRITE FOR 
THE LATEST 
TRAILWISE 

CATALOG 

"Wv 

The pine needles began burning around 

the stove, and the burner must have 

become quite hot, since it sounded 

more like a blow torch than a simple 

stove. I think the overheating caused 

the metal and the joint to weaken; this 

coupled with internal pressure, gave 

us a bit of excitement when the burner 

exploded. 

Three of us within a 4-foot radius of 

the blast were momentarily deafened. 

The burner was found 30 feet away. 

Bill Feuerer 

Santa Monica, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 

During a climbing holiday this past 

July in the Wind River Range, several 

friends and I witnessed an event which 

we suspect is quite rare. 

While crossing a snow field below 

the Gannett Glacier we noticed a fresh 

white "snow" deposit lying in occas-

ional spots on the older and grayer 

snow of the previous winter. Closer 

examination revealed that this new 

"snow" was associated with a small 

stream which first forced its way onto 

the snow field shortly below the 

tongue of the glacier. Still closer ex-

amination showed the following re-

markable phenomenon: it became clear 

to next page, please 

Dawson's Book Shop 
550 So. Figueroa St. 

Los Angeles, California 90017 

New and out of print books on 
mountaineering. Mimeographed list sent 

on request. 

  
  

 

 

 

Black's new 1965 color illustrated cata-
logue contains a wide range of climbing 
and other lightweight camping equipment. 
New tents, sleeping bags, and many 
other items are introduced. 

Manufacturers of fine 

equipment for alpine sports. 

 

 

Send for New 1965 Color Catalogue 

 

P.O. Box 1081 
Boulder, Colorado 80301 

24-page catalog sent on request 

 

 

LACKS 
Ogdensburg,NY 

 
 

930 Ford St. Ogdensburg, N.Y. 
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Rocky Mountain Guide Service 
& Mountaineering School, Inc. 

Operating: June 20 to Labor Day 
in Rocky Mountain National Park. 

Write for free brochure 

P.O. Box 179, Estes Park, Colo. 80517 

ADVENTU RE/AA\  

Year around wilderness recreation 
for novice campers or experienced 
outdoorsmen. Brochure. 

Wm. Bird Mounsey: Base Camp 
Box 1012E, Evergreen, Colo. 80439 

A Kronhofer Klettershoe for a sure foot! 

Made by Austria's finest craftsman to meet the demands of the 

Kronhofer Klettershoe, $15.75. Send 

Classified Yetters-cont. 
Ten cents per wora. Payment must be 

enclosed with all orders. 

MOUNT EVEREST, Dhaulagiri, Anna-

purna. Mountain hikes starting from 
Kathmandu. All arrangements made at 

inclusive rates. Bring only your own 

personal clothing and effects. Folder 

by air mail from Colonel James 

Roberts, Mountain Travel, Post Office 

Box 170, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

CLIMBING SCHOOLS: Set of 85 

slides illustrating details and applica-

tion of rock climbing techniques from 

basics to most recent advanced. Ex-

cellent training aid now in use by 

many rock schools. $35.00. Write Dept. 

SS 1965 Dartmouth, Boulder, Colorado 

for details. 

EXPEDITION. Complete account of 

1964 ascent of Peru's highest moun-

tain Huascaran. Details, planning prep-

arations, equipment, map, costs, medi-

cal kit, and headlight design. Price 

$1.00. V. Josendal, 4020-47th Avenue, 

South, Seattle, Washington_ 98118. 

DON'T be embarrassed in the moun-

tains. Learn to tie handily at home 

with ''Knots for Mountaineering.'' 

Price $1 postpaid from your Outfitter 

or from Phil Smith, Box 263, Twenty-

nine Palms, California. 

MACINNES ALL-METAL ICE AXES 

and ICE HAMMERS are the finest ice 

climbing tools available in the world 

today—and UNBREAKABLE. Designed 

for better cutting, arrests, belays. 

Lengths 20 to 32 inches, sold directly 

to climbers to save them money. All 

orders cash: $16.00, add 75 cents for 

lengths over 28 inches, sling 50 cents, 

postpaid from Scotland. For informa-

tion, or to order, write Dick Irvin, P.O. 

Box 444, Saratoga, California. 

BACKPACKING. Large booklet on 

equipment, clothing, food, safety, tech-

niques, and preparations for a back-

pack trip. Price $1.55 postpaid. Write 

R.C. Rethmel, 1512 Jefferson, Alamo-

gordo, New Mexico. 

1964 ISSUES OF SUMMIT available 

in complete sets only. $5.00 postpaid. 

Send check or money order to SUMMIT, 

Big Bear Lake, California. 
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that the water in the stream was below 

the freezing point and was maintained 

in the liquid state only be cause its 

motion was very turbulent. So soon as 

the gradient of the snow slope became 

sufficiently small, the water would 

congeal, literally damming itself and 

forming the white precipitate remarked 

upon above as "snow." 

If one scooped a cup of water from 

this stream, it immediately became a 

mixture of ice and water. However, at 

the instant of scooping, only water was 

present—the stream itself was defi-

nitely not a mixture, but entirely fluid. 

We nicknamed it a "super-cooled 

stream," though clearly this is a 

gross violation of the usual definition. 

The history of the stream might well 

run as follows: snow high on Gannett 

Peak melted and passed directly over 

most discriminating! The 

foot outline. 

Catalog of complete line of 

Mountaineering Equipment 

on request. 

Are you a Tiger or a casual 

hiker? 

For complete independence from 

weather, the HOLUBAR Mountain 

Parka, superbly tailored from tough 
nylon pima. $27.50. State Size. 

HOLUBAR, Ltd. 

Boulder, Colorado 

the glacier, thus cooling the water. It 

finally issued forth onto the snow 

field where pressure from above and 

its own turbulent eddies kept it liquid 

until the snow slope flattened. Watch-

ing the stream's progress was fasci-

nating— first flowing normally, then 

suddenly precipitating crystals, hence 

impeding further progress; then the 

stream would flow around the latest 

obstacle, to be stopped a little further 

on. Thus one could watch a white 

streak of crystals building up at the 

rate of a few feet per minute. 

All this took place around July 20. 

Alas, we had to leave on the follow-

ing day. Perhaps someone can report 

on later developments or similar 

phenomena elsewhere. 

Fred A. Franklin 

Cambridge, Mass. 



know your mountains 

Typical of the climbing that 

is easily accessible from Snoqualmie Pass, 

an hour-and-a-half east of the 

Seattle-Tacoma area on U.S. 10, is 

6300-foot Chair Peak. Only a four-mile hike 

from the highway summit, Chair 

is one of the most-climbed peaks in the 

region. Several class 3 routes are 

standard, including one directly 

up from this southeast ridge, but it is 

not difficult to find variations 

which can challenge more adventuresome 

and skilled mountaineers. In the same 

vicinity and even closer to the 

highway are several other small mountains 

including Guye, Denny, Bryant, and 

The Tooth where both simple 

and 'interesting climbs are possible during 

the greatest part of the year. 

 

Photo by Jack N. Titland 

1965 Mount Rainier Climbing Seminars 
Five 5-day Sessions at 10,000-foot Camp Muir 

July 3-7 • 23-27 • August 6-10 • 20-24 

Advanced Seminar July 10- 14 (Grads only) 

Snow - Ice - Glacier Climbing • Crevasse Rescue Techniques 
Snow Camping and Bivouacking • Evening Seminar Discus-

sions • Climb of Mount Rainier. 

INSTRUCTORS 

Dick McGowan, Lute Jerstad, Tom Hornbein, M.D., Pete Schoening, Gary 011in 

Roy Schwitters and others. 

Training Grounds of 1963 American Mount Everest Expedition 

Cascade Pass Camp August 14-20 
Snow—Ice—Rock Mountaineering Schools •Climbs of all Pacific Northwest Peaks 

RAINIER GUIDE SERVICE & MOUNTAINEERING SCHOOL, INC. 

Send for Brochure 
c/o Alpine Hut, Inc., 2650 University Village, Seattle, Washington 98105 Photo by Bob & Ira Spring 



Sierra Club books 
"For sheer beauty only nature can compete" 

-San Francisco Chronicle 

Time and 
the River Flowing 
GRAND CANYON 
By Francois Leydet 

Ccii tic Wilderness 

THE 
SIERRA NEVADA 
Text from John Muir 
Photography by 
Richard Kauffman 

Theodore Roosevelt said: "In the Grand Canyon, 
Arizona has a natural wonder which, so far as I 
know, is in kind absolutely unparalleled . . . Leave 
it as it is. You cannot improve on it. The ages 
have been at work on it, and man can only mar it." 
-Dams proposed at Marble Gorge and at Bridge 

Canyon, within the Grand Canyon proper, would 
destroy the living river and the unique life forms 
that through the ages have come to depend upon 
the river's life. Time and the River Flowing com-
bines the poetic and reporting skill of Francois 
Leydet, author of The Last Redwoods, with the 
finest photographs we have been able to find of 
Grand Canyon to emphasize what the living river 
means. 

More than 100 color photographs $25.00 

Generations of Americans have found in John 
Muir's My First Summer in the Sierra delight in 
a place they may not yet have known, in par-
ticular the approaches to Yosemite and the high 
country above it. Muir's own sense of discovery 
was so vivid as to instill a sense of already having 
been there. Nearly a century after Muir's first 
summer, Richard Kauffman has come along with 
a color camera instead of notebook to recapture 
the feeling of discovery and the vividness in what 
Muir was to call the Range of Light. Here is the 
Sierra the way Muir saw it—the way it was then 
and is now. A cool Sierra wind blows through Mr. 
Kauffman's color photographs, a gentle wind. The 
light is that of the gentle hours, warm light on a 
friendly, inviting land. 

72 color plates $25.00 

FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER 

SIERRA CLUB • 1050 Mills Tower • San Francisco 4 


